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Injured, Nikolai took a few steps back. He looked towards Dorothy, then 
looked at the sky. “D*mn it. This is getting messy!” 

He no longer wanted to fight, nor did he want the grand opportunity in the 
building. Even if they were able to obtain the grand opportunity, he wouldn’t 
be able to get his share either. With deity masters around, he couldn’t do 
much about it. 

Dorothy and Phoenix decided not to go after the man. 

“Get in the boundary!” Daya said as she carried Jade in her arms, rushing into 
the Thousand Flag Formation. At the same time, she asked Phoenix, “How 
long is Alex going to be in that state?” 

The few of them immediately entered the formation. Phoenix then replied. “To 
be honest, I don’t know either!” 

“What? Not even you know about that?” Daya was shocked. 

“According to my calculation, he would take ten minutes at most. That amount 
of time was already quite decent, since the process is very torturing, so most 
wouldn’t be able to endure it.” 

“The quality of one’s body is the biggest challenge one would have to face 
throughout the process. Yet he managed to go on for more than an hour.” 
Phoenix explained. That was why she couldn’t give a rough estimate, since it 
depended on Alex’s determination and endurance. 

“What now? Those guys in the sky are coming towards us!” 

“It’s alright, the Immortal-slaying Sword Formation can still hold on for a 
while.” 

During their conversation, the people in Yukon came over. 

Winnie instantly flopped into her mother’s arms. “Mama! I’ve missed you, so 
so much! You’re a hero, Mama! You beat the bad guys away…” 



Beatrice looked at Dorothy. “Are you my sister?” 

At this point in time, Dorothy’s aura seemed different, despite her looks 
remaining the same. Even though she was standing right before them, 
Beatrice couldn’t help but feel like she was looking at an ethereal ancient 
being. 

“Mhm!” Dorothy nodded and asked, “Where are the kids? I’d like to see them!” 

*** 

There were more and more people at the foot of Mount Yukon. Those were 
the outsiders who came in from the Earth’s atmosphere. There was a 
boundary that barricaded them out, but it was no match for true powerful 
masters. 

Boom! 

One of the airships shot out a beam of spiritual light, breaking the boundary in 
the blink of an eye. It even left a giant hole at the gates of the mountain, letting 
several people rush in. 

“Let’s go!” 

“We need to go to the main area, that’s where all the good stuff is!” 

“The grand opportunity is ours now! Don’t be too modest with these 
Wasteland natives! Just kill, kill, kill all of them!” 

Within moments, the first wave of outsiders arrived before the Thousand Flag 
Formation. Not hesitating in the slightest, they started slashing the boundary. 
After that, the Immortal-slaying Sword Formation appeared, immediately 
trapping and killing those people off. 

The others who followed behind were stunned. They stopped in their tracks, 
whereas some backed away as well. 

Phoenix glared at them. “Come up if you’d like to have a taste at death.” 

‘F*ck!’ 

‘The Immortal-slaying Sword Formation is here.’ 



‘What difference did it make when we were still outside of the Earth’s 
atmosphere then?’ 

‘All the good stuff is in Yukon.’ 

Just then, someone blurted out their thoughts. “If we can’t get into Yukon, we 
can just go to another sanctuary. Those places are Immortal Magic grounds 
from ancient times after all, so there must be all kinds of treasure somewhere. 
Let’s go!” 

These words instantly reminded everyone who was present, which made 
them run off right there and then. No one wanted to face the formation after 
all. Now that they were in the Wastelands, sensing that spiritual energy was 
recovering, they figured that it’d be best to scavenge other treasure for the 
time being. 

*** 

Hours passed, then days passed. 

Alex was still within the Jade building, meditating and unconscious. His three 
thousand Nascent Souls had matured right that moment. 
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America was instantly turned upside down. The entire planet was in a mess. 

With the disappearance of the ancient boundary and the Immortal-slaying 
Sword Formation, the world had completely turned into a search battlefield. 

There were people constantly flying in the air, and large demons covered the 
entire sky. When they landed, they had a chance of landing in populated 
areas, wreaking havoc. 

The average person wouldn’t be able to endure such injuries. In a mere week, 
casualty numbers had rapidly increased. Funeral gift prices within America 
had increased to hundreds of dollars due to this incident. Some couldn’t even 
get their hands on any. 



Days after Eustace’s birth, he took down almost every sanctuary within 
America using the Stoermer Sect’s name. Ancient clans had only managed to 
rise back up when they had to submit to the Stoermer Sect days later. Yet 
now, the universe was facing grave danger everywhere. The native clans that 
hadn’t even settled down within the sanctuaries were forced to run for their 
lives. The forces from the universe seemed to resent the Wastelands a lot, 
and they weren’t holding back at all. Hence, they didn’t view these natives as 
people. 

As long as they were unhappy, they would destroy clans and bloodlines just 
because they could. 

Everyone felt like walking on thin ice, and it seemed like there was no end to 
this. This really did show how fragile human life was. Nothing could protect a 
mortal’s life. Moreover, when facing such strong legendary fighters, man-
made weapons were nothing but a mere scratch… 

It’s not like they didn’t have any troops to go on the search battlefield, but they 
all ended up with a terrible fate. Their opponent was a divinity rank cultivator, 
so they were able to demolish a small city with their bare hands. 

The people in Yukon sanctuary received news about the outsiders stealing 
from America and killing the innocent as well. Everyone was now living in fear 
every day, not knowing when the world would end. 

“Ah, America’s hardest time is here!” Gilbert stood on one of the mountain 
peaks, staring towards the sky. He sighed at the sight of those flying figures. 

As the principal of Flying Eagles Academy, he had taken it upon himself to 
ensure America’s safety. Thus, he had to sacrifice a lot to achieve this. He 
dedicated half of his life fighting the demon beasts on the other side of the 
ancient boundary, protecting this land with his heart and soul. Yet now, all he 
felt was despair in this situation. 

“Dad!” Luna came by, standing next to Gilbert. 

“Mhm!” Gilbert smiled at his daughter. He could tell that her skills were 
improving tremendously. She was nearly as strong as him now. He thought, 
‘As expected, following Alex would benefit her greatly.’ 

He asked, “Have you contacted your mother and sister?” 
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They might be in Yukon, but Metzli, Martiny, Freya and the others weren’t. 
They were in some other place at the moment. Due to their current situation, 
there were way too many powerful cultivators from the universe at the 
mountain foot. Since they couldn’t get their hands on the spiritual energy in 
the Jade building, these people became very frustrated. Some even 
slaughtered native cultivators and paparazzi. 

Back then, there were quite a few natives around the foot of Mount Yukon, but 
now they had all run off. If they continued to stay here, they would be asking 
for a death wish. 

Under these circumstances, Gilbert did intend to bring his family to Yukon, but 
he didn’t dare to. If they ended up being surrounded by those outsiders, he 
would be putting their lives in danger instead. 

“There’s a satellite station nearby with several satellites too. But those 
outsiders destroyed most of them. We don’t have any other way to contact 
anyone who is outside of Yukon!” Luna said, “But Mom, Aunt, and the others 
are quite smart, so they can technically defend themselves.” 

Gilbert nodded. “That’s what I think too. We can only wait for Alex now.” 

Alex couldn’t do much for now, as he had locked himself inside the Jade 
building. That was because he was still absorbing the spiritual energy and 
taking the grand opportunity for himself. He even needed Phoenix to help him 
at the side. 

After Phoenix used the Immortal-slaying Sword Formation, she immediately 
returned to the Jade building. She didn’t even have the time to speak to Blaze. 

That meant that the formation around the Yukon Dungeon was just a 
decoration. 
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Without Phoenix operating it, the formation had limited power… If someone 
tried barging in by force, they might get through the boundary and rush into 
Yukon. 



The two looked towards the building. Alex was levitating in mid-air, his body 
glistening under the light. Under him was a phantom of a lotus flower that 
seemed to be carrying him. He was sitting with his legs crossed as if he had 
turned into a Buddha statue. 

On the side, Phoenix looked at the lotus flower base, then at Alex’s forehead. 
She mumbled to herself softly, “Unexpectedly, these actions have forced Blue 
Demonic Lotus to ripen. I wonder what miracles these Twin Genesis Lotuses 
would bring?” 

At the time, Alex’s three thousand Nascent Souls had completely matured, 
waiting for the right moment to blossom. 

“Seven whole days!” 

“If we told this to anyone, they definitely wouldn’t believe us!” 

The law power within the building inserted all the universe’s spiritual energy 
and Chi into Alex. After a whole week, it was impossible for any more spiritual 
energy to overflow from the bottom of those sanctuaries. 

‘When is the right moment?’ 

Both Phoenix and Alex were waiting for it. 

Just then, he suddenly felt an intense tingling sensation within his soul. The 
Golden Holy Pond was vibrating. Divine power was releasing chants as well… 

“What happened?” 

“What triggered the pond of divine power?” 

At the time, Alex had no idea that a large group of people had gathered at the 
Ksitigarbha Temple, one of the ancient holy sanctuaries in America. They 
were the ones who had learned the Ksitigarbha’s Ten Wheels Earth 
Incantation online from the version Alex had published. 

It would seem that someone had called out on the internet, hoping to increase 
their combined strength so the practitioners of true Buddhism could go over 
and help each other through those hard times. Moreover, people posted about 
some mysterious factor within the temple that could help learn the incantation 
faster than usual. 



When this news was released, people immediately rushed over. 

In this special period, mortals were just too weak. They didn’t want to be 
oblivious and hide back at home, then die without warning when a random 
palm came slamming from the sky. 

Instead, they figured it’d be best to stick together and learn the incantation. 
They would be able to stand up to the enemies then, 

Over a million people were gathered near the temple in just a few days. 

The temple did, in fact, have a formation around it, and it could help train 
Buddhist martial arts. However, the formation wasn’t big enough, and only 
around a thousand people benefited. 

A million was just too many. People who arrived later couldn’t even get 
anywhere near the corners of the formation. However, they still felt like their 
training speed had increased due to the psychological effects of just being by 
the temple. 

Basically, this displayed just how impactful Alex could be, especially during 
such times. Every sanctuary had fallen, and not even the government dared to 
stand up to those outsiders. Yet despite all this, Yukon remained strong. Not 
even deity masters had the courage to behave recklessly there. 

Due to this, the Ksitigarbha’s Ten Wheels Earth Incantation that Alex had 
taught was now trending on the internet once again. Many superpower users 
joined in, training with normal citizens as well. 

However… 

The Shadowman suddenly appeared in Ksitigarbha’s Temple. 

“So many natives who follow ancient Buddhism, what a feast!” 

A powerful being himself, the Shadowman attacked those people as soon as 
he could. 

Everyone then worked together to defend themselves. With millions of people 
chanting the incantation, they summoned a gold Buddha statue. 

At the same time, the large commotion on this side somehow affected Alex… 
The right time was now! 



Crack! 

One of the Nascent Souls cracked open. 
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“I’ve succeeded! ” Overjoyed, Alex checked on the Nascent Soul that had 
cracked. 

In normal circumstances, Profound Mystic should be the next stage after 
Nascent Soul, which meant that there would be a cave within one’s body. It 
would be quite small at first, but as one’s cultivation level increased, the cave 
would enlarge as well. However, Alex glanced inside himself with internal 
vision and couldn’t find any cave. Instead, a lotus flower had blossomed on 
top of the cracked Nascent SouL 

‘Oh my god!’ 

‘Have my three thousand Nascent Souls become a garden for lotus flowers?’ 

‘Don’t tell me… That there’s going to be three thousand lotus flowers inside 
me?!’ 

Soon, Alex’s worries turned into reality. 

As every Nascent Soul cracked open, a beautiful lotus flower would come 
sprouting out of its cracks. Oddly enough, Alex wasn’t able to find the roots, 
despite the flowers growing right before his eyes. 

‘Where is it?’ 

Every flower was of a different color, making it seem even more mystical. 

Red, pink, maroon, green, purple, white, black… There were even rainbow-
colored ones. 

The most shocking part to Alex was that he noticed a weird symbol on top of 
each flower. It was unfamiliar too. Besides that, every flower had a different 
symbol too. 



“What is this thing?” Alex was appalled. 

Whoosh! 

As the lotus flower moved with the air, flows of law power came out of 
nowhere. Just then, the divine power in his power was chanting again, pacing 
up as if it were panicking. He then heard the chants of other people too. 

‘Is this… The Ksitigarbha’s Ten Wheels Earth Incantation?!’ 

Odd enlightenment dawned upon Alex’s mind. His holy eye was activated on 
its own. He saw a plain of darkness as if there was heavy fog around him. 

After that, the fog slowly dissipated, revealing a temple behind it. It was 
Ksitigarbha’s Temple. shockingly enough, there were millions of people 
gathered there too. They were working together, trying to fight off a 
Shadowman who had concentrated evil Chi. 

The Shadowman seemed rather strong. Moreover, he was even able to hear 
screams of help… 

“Help!” 

“Help, Ksitigarbha!” 

“Where are you, Alex? You taught us this incantation! You’re our master! Your 
disciples are going to be killed, so where are you? Save us, please!” 

Everyone around the temple was crying, panicking, terrified for their lives. 

The Shadowman had killed quite a few people as well. His methods were just 
too grueling. He sucked the blood, flesh, and Chi out of his victims. All of 
those corpses were so dry that they looked like beef jerky. 

“Damn it! ” Alex was enraged upon seeing this. 

These people were like his family. They even learned the Ksitigarbha’s Ten 
Wheels Earth Incantation from him. That was a large source of divine power 
for him as well. 

‘How dare you, a random Shadowman, kill my disciples?!‘ 

Boom! 



Alex stood up and stopped absorbing spiritual energy. 

Phoenix said, “That was pretty okay. You managed to persist for a week…” 

In reality, she was utterly shocked. 

Her own body probably wouldn’t be able to take such large amounts of 
energy, yet he could do so. Even though she knew that this was all thanks to 
the Blue Demonic Lotus, it was still a surprising amount. 
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Right after she finished speaking, Alex rushed down immediately. 

Phoenix was shocked and asked, “Hey, where are you going, kid? You just 
absorbed that much energy and Chi! Without any recuperation, you might die 
if you push yourself!” 

Alex said, “I have to save my people. ” 

Alex left the Jade building at great speed with law power under his feet. 
However, he immediately noticed an issue. 

The Heavenly Stairs had actually disappeared. Their way up had vanished 
just like that. Behind him, Phoenix sauntered up to him. “Can you not get 
down without the stairs?” 

Alex closed his eyes, activating his primordial eye. 

The passageway was a hidden dimensional space, hence the Jade building 
and this entire area on top of Mount Yukon were not actually on Earth. It was 
within another space, connected to Earth through a dimensional tunnel. 

“This is no difficult task for me!” 

Alex then realized his primordial eye had significantly improved, as there was 
law power surrounding it now. 



It was the natural law power coming from the lotus flowers. Not only could he 
look through space now, but he could also see dimensional passageways 
very clearly. 

“Ten point Forbidden Spell, Great Void Spell!” 

Alex took action immediately. Just then, the greyish black lotus started 
moving, as the symbol above it was bursting with golden light. The flower that 
had recently bloomed was mysteriously connecting with his Great Void Spell, 
assisting it further. This made the spell much stronger than it had ever been. 

Pshh! 

With that, he sliced open a passageway in the dimensional space. It even 
ignored the distance between spaces, as he could reach the Yukon sanctuary 
just by walking through. 

The man then disappeared after he dashed right in. This time, Phoenix didn’t 
run after him. 

The skill he just showed clearly indicated that his body was just fine. Being 
able to slice through dimensional space was more than enough to prove how 
strong he was… She could only leave it up to him for what was next. Her 
current self wasn’t as powerful as how she was. As a mere spirit, she couldn’t 
do much at the time. 

Moreover, she saw the legendary Blaze Rowan. Blaze had just come back at 
the time. 

A while ago, Phoenix had to scare away a group of powerful people, then 
head back to the Jade building to search control the formation. Hence, she 
didn’t have any time to talk to him. Now was the chance, though. 

“Finally, I’ve waited so long to see you!” 

Blaze looked at her. “I heard that you’re the daughter of my father and Aunt 
Phoenix. But I didn’t expect you to be a spirit!” 

“This… Reminds me of the past. Aunt Phoenix used to be a spirit too. She 
was attached to Father back then.” 
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Phoenix stared at him. “I’ve heard about your past since I was a kid. But I 
don’t like you one bit.” 

Blaze was stunned. He didn’t expect to face resentment upon their first 
meeting. 

Phoenix said, “You jumped into the Pool of Reincarnation of a mere woman, 
on Father’s wedding day no less! Do you know what the consequences of 
your actions were?” 

“The Rowans became a mess because of you! The Stoermer Sect had to 
sustain great losses because of you! Your impulsive actions have brought 
shame to the Rowan family!” 

Blaze smiled bitterly. 

Phoenix said, “Since you’ve reincarnated, it’s best that you stop using our 
family name from now on.” 

Blaze looked at his sister and shook his head. “No way…” 

“Are you really still going to rely on the Rowans? There’s no one left! What 
more do you want from us?” 

Blaze replied. “You don’t understand anything, do you. Do you really think I 
jumped into the Pool of Reincarnation myself?” 

“Did you not?” 

“Of course not.” 

“Huh..?” 

“I was thrown in. Xienna was thrown down there with me too.” 

Phoenix froze. “Didn’t you two elope? Someone even witnessed it with their 
own eyes. They reported it back to us.” 

Blaze shook his head. “That’s why you were all tricked. The person who 
reported back to you was likely the one who threw us down there…” 



“Why would I ever elope with Xienna? And who in their right mind would elope 
into the Pool of Reincarnation? Besides, Xienna only has one man in her 
heart.” 
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Alex had no idea what Blaze and Phoenix had said when they met. He had no 
idea that the son adopted by Jade was the ancient Emperor Rowan‘ 3 son. 

At the moment, he was hurrying to Ksitigarbha’s Temple. He had traveled 
several thousand kilometers and arrived in the blink of an eye, under his rule-
laden feet. 

As he arrived closer, the divine power within him trembled more and more. 

Millions of people had the Ksitigarbha’s Ten Wheels Earth Incantation 
unleashed within them. The Buddhist sounds they chanted resonated with his 
spirit. 

Buzz! 

A thousand foot tall golden Buddha shadow erupted behind him. 

At the same time, the people near Ksitigarbha’s Temple felt something. 

As the evil devil oppressed the Buddha’s Chi, it became more fluid and 
stronger, and the Buddha’s shadow, condensed by millions of people, became 
more and more solid, golden, and vivid. 

”Reinforcements are on their way!” 

“Who could it possibly be? Are you using the Buddha Technique as well?” 

“Wow, I feel like my holy energy has increased by a level, it’s now twice as 
strong. What’s the reason for that?” 

“It’s Alex, Alex has arrived to save us…” 

Everyone was excited when they heard this. 



“Great Mighty Divine Palm!” 

Boom! 

Alex was in mid-air, and with the golden body behind him, he slapped his 
palm down on Shadowman’s chest. A bloody mouth appeared behind the 
Shadowman in the next second, biting at the Buddha Shadow palm. 
Surprisingly, it was dissolved directly. 

“I like this holy energy the most. Swallowing one of you is worth ten thousand 
of them. Today is truly my old ancestor’ s lucky day,” the Shadowman 
exclaimed. 

Alex‘s gaze lingered. 

He could see that this Shadowman was not simple. Even if he was not at the 
sect master level, he was not far off. He did not expect such a big shot to be 
here to bully a group of newcomers who had only recently begun cultivating. 

The Shadowman, on the other hand, was unconcerned. No longer attacking 
others, he focused on Alex instead. 

Boom, boom, boom… 

They both fought fiercely. 

Alex had just ripped open three thousand Nascent Souls and was looking for 
a fight. However, he soon discovered that it was far too difficult. 

The deity master-tier badass had a punch that could break the stars. He had 
only just broken his Nascent Souls, and to fight with him was simply waiting to 
be abused. Alex was not even close, and he was badly beaten. 

Alex would have been smashed to pieces if it hadn‘t been for his body’s 
strength, which has now reached unimaginable proportions. 

Seeing Alex being beaten so badly, those native holy power cultivators were 
all shocked and terrified. 

“Hahaha, this sacrificial lamb is worth slaughtering!” The Shadowman burst 
out laughing, believing he was on the verge of victory. 

Buzz! 



The Persephone’s Folly Bridge appeared at this time. Shelly stood on the 
bridge. 

A rusted chain charges towards the Shadowman. 

As the Shadowman swerved out of the way, the chain turned around, tying 
Alex and bringing him back to the Persephone’s Folly Bridge. 

Shelly said, pointing to the millions of believers below, “Are you a moron? You 
don’t even know how to tap into the millions of believers below? Are you going 
to do it brutally because there is such a big difference in realms?” 

Alex grumbled, “He’s too fast.” 

“It’s not that simple,” Shelly said, “Use the legendary flame of the Buddha’s 
wrath and blast him. He is an evil cultivator. He is most afraid of this kind of 
flame.” 

Alex did as he was instructed and gave it a shot. 

When confronted with the legendary flame of the Buddha’s wrath, the 
Shadowman did not dare to approach and immediately avoided it. 

At the same time, Alex discovered that the power of his legendary flame of the 
Buddha’s wrath had greatly increased. 
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A massive flame engulfed the Shadowman’s path of attack. 

Alex stood on the Persephone’s Folly Bridge and yelled to the millions of 
people gathered near the Ksitigarbha’s Temple, “Brothers and sisters, we are 
not afraid of this Shadowman because we are the righteous sect of Buddhism 
that specializes in overcoming Shadowman, so who cares if he is the sect 
leader? What does it matter if he is a sect leader? We can still kill him if we all 
work together.” 

“Now pay attention to my command, we will use the Seal of Noble Light in 
Ksitigarbha’s Ten Wheels Earth Incantation together!” 



“Everyone, place the holy energy seal on me!” 

“Come, one, two, three…” 

Millions of people who had practiced the Ksitigarbha’s Ten Wheels Earth 
Incantation emerged simultaneously. Huge chants of Buddhist sounds 
resounded in unison throughout the heavens and the earth. 

Initially, the Shadowman was unconcerned. 

A swarm of mole crickets was still a swarm of mole crickets. 

When millions of people chanted the same Buddhist sound simultaneously, 
launched the same move at the same time, and finally twisted all the power 
into one rope through Alex, the quantitative change produced a qualitative 
change. 

A golden Seal of Noble Light smashed down like a massive hammer. 

“Boom…” 

This was a lightning-fast blow. 

The Shadowman was unprepared, and as a result of his initial 
underestimation, he squandered the first opportunity and was blasted in the 
face. He was dumbfounded as his body was blown away all at once. The Seal 
of Noble Light had the power and it restrained his evil technique. As a result, a 
large amount of black gas erupted from his body, and he was nearly 
dismembered. 

This strike was a huge success. 

Alex‘s expectations were far exceeded. 

“You have successfully enraged me, I will let you all die!” Screamed the 
Shadowman. 

“Don’t be afraid, he’s talking big now. He’s already been smoked by us. Wait, 
he’s going to sh*t and pee together. Hahaha, everyone step up, come again, 
with the Seal of Noble Light, come, one, two, three…” 

A million Buddha cultivators, led by Alex, was like having a backbone. Millions 
of chants erupted at the same time. 



Alex’s place was taken by millions of holy energy streams. Alex did not dare to 
direct so much holy energy at himself, instead of relying on the divine power 
and Ksitigarbha‘s Ten Wheels Earth Incantation to guide these rampant 
powers. This was because he changed the Ksitigarbha’s Ten Wheels Earth 
Incantation at the time. Otherwise, the connection was low, and there was no 
way he could pull it off. However, even Alex was taken aback by the effect. 

Boom! 

“One, two, three, strike with the Seal of Noble Light!” 

Boom! 

“Strike! One, two, three!” 

Boom! 

The Shadowman screamed in frustration. Initially, he was facing a swarm of 
ants and devouring them. But now he was beaten so badly that he didn’t even 
have the strength to resist. The Shadowman’s energy was constantly purified 
and dissipated by the Seal of Noble Light. 

He discovered that his own realm had been destroyed. 

It was rapidly losing ground. This was dreadful. 

As his realm fell, so did his strength, and the more he fought the million-level 
Seal of Noble Light, the more he struggled until he was blown up on the spot. 

“Oh, yes!” 

“Oh, that‘s great!” 

When the Shadowman, who was thought to be of Godfather level, was truly 
blown up alive, everyone cheered in unison, and even Alex showed a happy 
expression. 

This was a completely unexpected conclusion. 

“This guy is hard treading a new path for the flourishing of the Buddhist sect. 
This group of people, this group of Buddhist cultivators, is equal to a powerful 
Buddhist army. If trained well, they will be invincible!” muttered Shelly as she 



stood on the Persephone’s Folly Bridge, looking at Alex and the crowd of 
people, who were clutching their heads and jumping for joy. 
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The people calmed down after cheering. 

Among the corpses, some people discovered their companions or even loved 
ones. 

A Patriarch-level evil Shadowman‘s strength was immense, and when he 
consumed blood and flesh in large quantities, it was equivalent to a horrible 
hell for them. 

“Brother..!” Someone screamed first. 

The scene then went a little out of hand. 

When the joy of victory faded and they saw the casualties in front of them. No 
one felt relieved. They had just killed one evil alien demon. These days, they 
saw many of these, about eight thousand, flying around in the sky. These 
demons did not take human life seriously at all. 

Someone eventually approached Alex and invited him to come. 

“Alex, you must exact vengeance on our behalf!” 

“Now America is in complete chaos, the people can’t rely on anyone else, and 
only you can save us. Only you can save the living beings!” 

“Yes, those alien beasts did not treat us as human beings. My wife‘s family is 
in Xeros City. She went back awhile, then the whole city was exterminated. I 
really hate those bastards. They should die!” 

“My family was all killed by aliens. I’m the only one left!” 

People cried out to Alex as if they had found a vent. Their emotions, 
accumulated for days, poured out. At once, those who heard it were sad, and 
those who heard it wept. 



Alex nodded his head and looked into the distance. 

He found quite a few people observing the place, sneaking around. These 
people were from the universe. 

The huge commotion here had obviously alerted them to come… A sect 
leader level boss was killed by Alex and the others who teamed up. This 
deeply shocked him as well. 

The current patriarch-level big boss had survived 3,000 years ago because of 
the seed plan implemented. Newly promoted patriarch-level characters 
basically did not exist. It was also because of this, the godfather-level 
characters were fewer and fewer. 

Everyone of them was a national treasure in general… No, it was the treasure 
of the world. 

In the end, the big boss was killed by a group of natives here. 

This news spread and shocked numerous people. 

These people had a creepy feeling when they came into contact with Alex‘s 
gaze, they couldn’t understand how this native from the wasteland, who 
obviously didn’t seem to have a very high cultivation level, could kill a sect 
master level figure. 

He was a being who could defy the rules of rank! 

”Go!” 

“Leave, don’t be mistaken for a target!” 

“What are you scared of? Even if he can use the power of millions of people to 
kill a man of sect leader level. There was still a fatal flaw. Their speed was 
insufficient. If they suppress their speed, they can make them not even have a 
chance to strike.” 

Some of those people fled quickly, while others refused to believe in evil. 

The disadvantages of thinking Alex was like this were significant. The reason 
Shadowman was killed was because he was dumbfounded, and the second 
was that his brain was not clear enough to see even the most important 
things. 



Alex flickered in place and then vanished. 

He had already arrived in front of that person when he reappeared. 

“Say your name so you can have a sign when you report to the King of Hell!” 
Alex said coldly as he stared at the man. 

The ground had the flesh and blood of fellow Americans, who were killed by 
the Shadowman. Alex had to suppress his feelings. It was not because he 
was a very good person that made him have this feeling. 

Just like the year people from Spain committed thier heinous crime in the land 
of America, a native’s passion would be ignited when faced with this situation. 

“Would you like to murder me?” The man’s grip became tighter. 

“It’s only to warn others by killing you!” 

“Since you don’t want to talk about it, even if you’re an alien with no name 
dying in our place, you should always be given some decency,” Alex said 
indifferently. 

”You’re going to hell! ” The man was the first to make a move. 

The rules within Alex’s body were dense, and the legendary flame of the 
Buddha’s wrath formed a fire dragon that engulfed the man at once, causing 
him to burn into a pile of ashes in just a few moments. 

“You guys, go back outside and tell the people! “ 
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“Whoever dares to slaughter the innocent on our territory indiscriminately is 
Alex’s adversary, and whoever he is, he will have to pay a hundred times the 
price.” 

Alex‘s voice was booming. 

Within a hundred miles, it could be clearly heard. 



Alex had pulled his killer move, and millions of people here had the 
expression of relief after overcoming a long period of stress. When he was not 
here to lead, those outsiders were high and mighty, as if they were the 
masters of this world. They had no idea how much anguish the people had 
suffered in the past. 

The crowd erupted in applause. 

Alex reappeared in the midst of the group. 

The scene, which had been humming with activity, was instantly quieted with 
a squeeze of his hand. 

“It kills me to see our comrades being tormented and brutalized like this by the 
alien visitors, their heads spinning, their blood running, and even their flesh 
being gobbled as food, ” Alex said as he stood on the Persephone’s Folly 
Bridge, looking at them. 

“They are our compatriots, friends, and relatives. I cannot allow such a thing 
to happen!” 

“We must defend ourselves, but we must also defend our family and friends, 
and we must defend our fellow brothers…” 

Alex‘s spiritual force surged, and each statement pierced the hearts of the 
millions of people present. He was enraged but also compassionate, and he 
spoke to everyone‘s emotions, declaring combat intent. 

”We have to fight. We have to drive out the invaders and protect our homes, 
and all of these things require us to be strong enough. Now, I am here to 
make a call, all those who have learned Ksitigarbha’s Ten Wheels Earth 
Incantation can come with me to Yukon. Those not present can go to Yukon 
to find me, and I will raise your strength to a higher level. We will unite to 
make the invaders, the killers, and the irresponsible pay with their blood.” 

In a split second, the audience was ecstatic, and there was a tidal wave of 
voices. 

“Unite, unite, unite…” 

“Let the invaders, killers, and the irresponsible pay with their blood!” 



Then… 

Thousands of people began spreading the narrative. 

They took out their cellphones to make calls and sent text messages. 
Messages poured onto the Internet via WhatsApp, Twitter, TikTok, and live 
streams. 

The Internet erupted into a frenzy. 

Alex, who had been waiting for a long time, had finally made his move. 

Those who has learned Ksitigarbha’s Ten Wheels Earth Incantation and those 
who wished to were welcome to visit Yukon. 

What was it, exactly? 

This information was kept hidden until the end, when the shocking information 
was revealed! 

There was now danger everywhere in the country, and around the world. No 
one knew when disaster would strike. America was undoubtedly the hardest 
hit, but other countries were also in danger. Some outsiders wanted to go 
elsewhere to seek opportunities, while some scattered all over the country 
before spreading across the globe. 

As a result, when Alex made this appeal. 

America wasn’t the only one in effervescence. The entire planet was 
effervescent. Hundreds of people from all over the world inquired about 
coming to Yukon to learn Ksitigarbha’s Ten Wheels Earth Incantation. 

Some individuals grabbed their phones and dashed over to Alex to inquire. 

Permission granted! 

This was the response from Alex. 

However, there was one condition. One had to be fluent in the American 
language. This was because it would be a waste to come if one couldn’t even 
communicate in the American language. 



Alex then opened the door to Kala Temple, allowing all of the millions of 
people to enter, before closing the door and returning to Yukon. 

“That person before was right. Gathering a team of millions of people and 
launching Ksitigarbha’s Ten Wheels Earth Incantation shows their power is 
great, but the shortcomings are also great. Without you, they are fish meat on 
the chopping block, at the mercy of others,” Shelly said as she returned to the 
mind palace. 

Alex asked, “What is your solution?” 
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Alex considered the shortcomings Shelly had identified. However, there was 
nothing that could be done. 

The more people there were, the more difficult it was to merge and unify, and 
his modified Ksitigarbha’s Ten Wheels Earth Incantation had made them lose 
as little power as possible. Killing a sect leader-level Shadowman would not 
have been possible otherwise. 

“I can‘t think of anything right now.” Shelly shook her head. 

At this point, Ancestor Bodhi stepped forward and interjected, “Don’t be so 
demanding. Just being able to do what you’re doing now is an eye-opener for 
me. A sect leader’s existence is considered an absolute big shot, but Alex’s 
cultivation… What is it? That is a significant difference… Oh, Alex, what realm 
are you in now? Your body opened up three thousand small universes. Are 
you going to go against the rule?” 

Alex was taken aback, “Three thousand small universes? Aren’t there three 
thousand lotus flowers?” 

Ancestor Bodhi answered, “Do you get that a flower is a world? Furthermore, 
this lotus is not simple. It is the seed germination of blue demonic lotus. My 
goodness, it‘s amazing! It’s amazing! One blue demonic lotus is enough to 
scare me. When three thousand appear in your body at once, I have a feeling 
the sky is going to collapse. There won’t be three thousand demonic realms 
appearing in your body, right?” 



Alex understood. He asked Shelly, “Didn‘t you say that the blue demonic lotus 
was ordinary? How come you don’t seem to be telling the truth?” 

“A blue demonic lotus is very ordinary. It produces a demon realm, which is 
far worse than Green Genesis Lotus,” Shelly said. 

“Crap!” 

“Don’t get me wrong. I still want to learn more about it!” 

Shelly stopped him from learning deeper because the development of the blue 
demonic lotus that she was also perplexed over had completely exceeded her 
expectations. She last gave Alex all of her Starbound beads, which she used 
to suppress the blue demonic lotus. However, she did not expect the blue 
demonic lotus to be broken up and diffuse into Alex‘s three thousand Nascent 
Souls. 

Now, she wanted to stop but did not know how to. 

“You did a good job just now. That notice was sent, and it will definitely attract 
a large number of believers.” 

After learning your Ksitigarbha’s Ten Wheels Earth Incantation, your divine 
power can increase significantly. The conditions are all good. Not even one is 
indispensable. This way, the revival of Buddhism is almost predictable,” she 
said, changing the subject. 

“But, one mustn‘t be too happy too quickly,” Ancestor Bodhi cautioned, “And 
beware of someone making trouble from it.” 

First and foremost, the group of outsiders beneath Yukon Mountain posed a 
significant threat. 

“I will immediately think of a way to clear it!” Alex said. 

Shelly replied, “Your wife has returned, and this time her strength has greatly 
increased. I can sense that the previous soul that threatened her has 
weakened… In addition, a few members of the Yowell family should be able to 
assist you.” 

Alex was still unaware of Dorothy’s return! 



When he heard this, he increased speed and dashed towards the Yukon 
Sanctuary. 

*** 

“What?” 

“Is the ancestor of the Blood Cult no longer living?” 

A town in Oregon. 

A group of foreign experts had gathered with the intention of joining forces 
and bringing down Pompeii together. 

This place was once occupied by the Lightning Pavilion, one of the native 
ancient sects. They had only occupied this holy land’s outskirts, but there 
were many organs, formations, and strange puppets of all kinds in the core 
area. This location was confirmed to be the residence of one of the wives of 
the Stoermer Sect’s headteacher, the Great Emperor Rowan. 

Xuri was the name of that lady. 

A great empress, she possessed the God of divinity. She also ranked high on 
the Yowell family’s battle power list. 

There were definitely good things when such a legendary God ruled and lived 
there. So, it became a must-visit location for countless outsiders. But after 
losing myriad people, they realized one thing, it was impossible to conquer 
Pompeii by relying on a specific power alone. Only by being united would 
there be a chance. However, while everyone was deliberating, word came 
that… 

The ancestor of the Blood Cult had died. 

A boss at the level of a sect leader had died. 

“Who did it?” 

 


